Powerful Personal Calculator System Sets
New Standards
C u s to m i z e t h i s adv anc ed new handheld ca lcu la to r b y
plugging in extra memory, a magnetic card reader, a printer,
and application modules. You can reconfigure the
keyboard, too.
by Bernard E. Musch, John J. Wong, and David R. Conklin
THE MOST POWERFUL personal handheld calcula
tor that Hewlett-Packard has ever designed, the new
HP-41C, has over 130 preprogrammed functions
and many advanced features, including a continuous
memory that retains its information when the calculator
is turned off, an alphanumeric liquid crystal display with
status annunciators, a full alphanumeric keyboard that
can be customized to fit user needs, and sophisticated but
simple programming, including advanced editing, local
and global labeling, specific loop control, flexible indirect
addressing, and expanded decision-making capabilities.
In addition to these standard features, the HP-41C can
become a powerful calculating system by means of options
that can be connected to the basic machine through four
ports on the top.
â€¢ Up to four memory modules can be added, increasing
available program memory or data storage by 400 per
cent, up to 2000 lines of program memory or 319 data

storage registers, or any combination.
â€¢ A card reader allows the user to record and read programs
on magnetic cards. Among its features are prompting and
HP-67/97 compatibility.
â€¢ A portable thermal printer provides permanent records
of calculations. It is also capable of high-resolution plot
ting.
â€¢ An optical wand (available later this year) will read and
enter programs and data from printed bar codes.
â€¢ Plug-in application modules offer preprogrammed solu
tions to problems in specific areas.
The HP-65, introduced in 1974, and the HP-67, intro
duced in 1976, were distinguished by electronic and
mechanical features that represented an evolutionary
follow-on to the HP-35, HP's first handheld calculator. They
had numeric LED (light-emitting diode) displays and
P-channel MOS (metal-oxide-semiconductor) circuitry.
The HP-41C represents both an evolution of capabilities

Fig. 1. The new HP-41C Cal
culator can be expanded like a
computer system to include
add-on semiconductor memory,
mass memory, a'nd hard-copy
output. Here the HP-4 1 C is shown
with add-on memory modules and
its optional magnetic card reader
and thermal printer.
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and system architecture and a significant departure in
technology and configuration. The HP-41C uses CMOS
(complementary MOS) circuits throughout and has an al
phanumeric liquid crystal display. The configuration of the
HP-4lCis very much like a computer system. The handheld
calculator is part of a distributed system that can include
add-on semiconductor memory devices, a mass memory
device, and a hard-copy output device. Fig. 1 is a picture of
a system that includes the HP-41C Calculator, the 82106A
Memory Module, the 82104A Card Reader, and the 82143 A
Printer.
USER Mode

One of the most unusual features of the HP-41C was
developed in response to the distributed nature of the sys
tem. It is the concept of USER mode and the capability for
the user to completely reconfigure the calculator's
keyboard.
USER mode can be best understood by considering the
dilemma of where to put a key labeled PRINT on a machine
that may or may not have a peripheral printer attached. For
the user with the printer, the PRINT label should be in a
prominent place, most likely on a keytop. For a user without
a printer, putting a PRINT label on a keytop is a waste of a
valuable commodity, a primary key.
A related dilemma is the proliferation of functions in this
kind of system compared to the limited and relatively con
stant number of keys and surfaces on which to inscribe the
nomenclature for these functions. The traditional solution
has been to provide multiple shift keys and nomenclature in
several colors to access various functions with each key.
With USER mode, the solution is to provide only frequently
used functions on the keytops and keydeck, and a single
shift key. The front slopes of the keys are reserved for the
alphabet and characters for alpha mode, and a procedure is
provided to assign any function â€” mainframe, plug-in, or
user-generated â€” to any key, primary or shifted (see page 5).
The user-assigned keyboard configuration is maintained
while the calculator is off, so that it need not be reentered
each time the calculator is turned on.

14-Segment Alphanumeric Characters
Status of Flags 0-4
Mode Annunciators

Fig. 2. The HP-41C's liquid crystal display features a full
alphanumeric character set.

Fig. 3. Optional HP-4 1 G peripherals plug into the mainframe
via four I/O ports on top of the calculator.

Alphanumeric Display

A second major feature of the HP-41C is the alphanumeric
display. Fig. 2 is a picture of the display showing its salient
features. The uses of the alpha capability include input
prompting (e.g., KEY IN COST) as well as output labeling
with variable names and units (e.g., X = 23.7^ KM).
Prompting also extends to the key functions. Pressing any
function key down and holding it will display the name of
the function in the display for approximately one-half sec
ond. When the key is released, the function is executed. If
the key is held down beyond the one-half second time
period, the key nulls (i.e., is not executed). If the calculator
is in the USER mode and the key has been reassigned, the
function that is displayed and subsequently executed is the
user's assigned function, not the one preprogrammed into
the machine.
Additional uses of the alpha capability include display
ing the program steps in program mode with the actual
function name, and the generation of explanatory error mes
sages, such as NONEXISTENT in response to an attempt to
address a nonexistent register and DATA ERROR in response
to an attempt to perform a mathematically impossible oper
ation such as division by zero.
Providing a useful alphanumeric capability consistent
with a conceptual extension of the HP-65/67/97 operating
system was an interesting challenge. The solution con
sisted of providing an alpha register separate from the
user's addressable memory and the operational stack. This
register is capable of holding up to 24 alpha characters.
Pressing the ALPHA key on the keyboard causes two things
to happen: the contents of the alpha register are displayed,
and the keyboard is converted into an alpha entry keyboard
using the character set printed in blue on the front slope of
the keys. Various functions in the machine's function set
enable the user to manipulate and view the contents of the
alpha register both from the keyboard and/or under program
control.
Input/Output Ports

The third area of distinction for the HP-41C is the capabil-
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ity of expanding the system's hardware using the four I O
ports on the top of the calculator (Fig. 3). The calculator's
system bus is accessible at the I O interface. This enables the
user to expand the system by plugging in any device capa
ble of interfacing to this bus. For example, add-on ROM
(read-only memory) can increase the function set of the
machine with programs written either in the machine's
operating language or as sequences of user instructions.
Plug-in RAM (random-access read/write memory) can ex
pand the user's storage space for data and programs.
Peripheral devices can be added to the system, with each
device's function set contained in the ROM associated with
the device itself. Thus, the user only pays for the capability
to drive any peripheral when the peripheral is actually
purchased. As of this writing, available peripherals include
a magnetic card reader and a thermal printer, with an opti
cal bar code reader due to be available in early 1980. De
tailed descriptions of the first two devices are included in
other articles in this issue.

System Architecture

A close look at the HP-41C architecture reveals an
evolutionary design with close ties to the HP-351 and
HP-212 families. In fact, the system timing is compatible
with the HP-21 and much of the instruction set is very
similar. The decision to stay with this familiar architecture
allowed faster development and use of an existing circuit
pioneered in the HP-25C.
Despite similarities in the architecture, there are many
enhancements that make the HP-41C a much more powerful
machine. Added features include a 2 x improvement in
operating speed, address expansion to 64K 10-bit words of
ROM and 7K bytes of RAM, extensive I/O support with new
peripheral instructions, a new display structure, and spe
cial power on-off controls. The chip set of the HP-41C in
cludes one CPU (central processing unit), five data storage
chips, three ROMs, and two display drivers, all CMOS, and
one bipolar circuit. Fig. 4 is a block diagram of the system.
With the exception of the display drivers , all the electronics
are mounted on a single four-layer printed circuit board.
The calculator hardware can exist in any of three power

Using USER Mode
The procedure for the user to redefine a key on the HP-41C
keyboard is simple and straightforward. If a peripheral device or
application module is plugged into one of the I/O ports of the HP-41C,

To assign, for example, the PRX (Print X) function to the R/S key
location:
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nal oscillator in the display driver. The RUN mode is acti
vated whenever a key is pressed, and the calculator returns
to STANDBY mode between keystrokes. If there is no input
activity for approximately ten minutes, the display driver
times out and shuts off the system altogether and the cal
culator is again in SLEEP mode.
CPU

The CPU is one of eleven CMOS circuits inside the
HP-41C that were all developed and are fabricated within
Hewlett-Packard. In the design process, various computeraided design tools were used for logic and circuit simula
tions, digitizing, and design rule checks to provide faster
development and assure more accurate and reliable
circuits.
Inside the CPU, there are five working registers (A, B, C,
M, and N), one 8-bit register, one 14-bit status register, two
pointers, and four subroutine return registers. The CPU
supports 16 bits of ROM address, 10 bits of data register
address, 56 keys with two-key rollover capability, 14 flag
inputs and eight flag outputs. In the HP-41 C, the flag output
line is dedicated to driving the audible beeper.
In addition to these addressing and register capabilities,
other CPU enhancements include new peripheral instruc
tions to meet I/O demand, software-programmed on-off
logic, automatic reset circuitry, and a new instruction to
read ROM contents as data. The new instruction, CXISA, is
especially useful for reading lookup tables, application
ROMs, and ROM checksums.
Data Storage

There are five data storage circuits, each containing 16
56-bit registers of RAM (random-access memory). One of
these the is allocated for internal storage, including the
stack, display register, program pointers, and so on. The
other four chips provide the user with 64 registers that can
be partitioned between data and program memory at a rate
of seven bytes of program per register.
In addition to the internal data storage, the HP-41C allows
16 more data storage circuits to be plugged into the system,
four in each port. The I/O ports each have two pins that
provide port address information to the plug-in memory
modules. The memory modules are all identical and any
number of them (up to four) can be in the system at any time.
The only restriction is that the memory modules have to
occupy ports starting with the lowest port number to pro
vide a continuous program storage space.
The Display System
Fig. 4. HP-41C block diagram.

modes. The first mode is the SLEEP mode. All of the circuits
are inactive, but are biased on by the battery to sustain the
continuous memory, consuming only a few microamperes
of current for the entire calculator. When the unit is turned
on, it enters the RUN mode. The clocks are running, instruc
tions are executed, data is transferred, and the display is
initialized and enabled. Under software control, the cal
culator transfers to a STANDBY mode in which the clocks
and CPU are stopped. Only the display and the power
supply remain active, and timing is controlled by the inter

The display system consists of a 12-character, 14segment liquid crystal display and a display driver hybrid
that holds two display driver circuits. These are sand
wiched together with connectors and clips. There are 75
connections between the LCD and the hybrid and 15 con
nections to the logic board.
The display is multiplexed three ways by scanning the
three row lines on the backplane of the LCD and presenting
the column information in parallel to all characters. An LCD
segment is considered on when the rms voltage difference
between that row and that column exceeds a certain on
threshold, and off if this voltage difference is below a cer-
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Packaging the HP-41C
by Gerald W. Steiger
The design of the HP-41C borrows heavily from previous HP cal
culator designs. The contours of the case recall the classic HP-35.
The mechanical design is similar to the HP-21, using four major
subassemblies: display, top case/keyboard, logic board, and bottom
case.
The display assembly, Fig. 1, required the most new mechanical
design be primarily because of space restrictions, but also be
cause Because HP-41C is HP's first liquid crystal display product. Because
the alphanumeric LCD requires so many connections, a display
driver hybrid is connected directly to the LCD through elastomeric
connectors on the long sides of the display. Registration of the hybrid
to the The is established by a plastic locator bonded to the LCD. The
assembly is held together by two spring clips that provide the re
quired contact pressure and protect the glass LCD from impact. The
display assembly is attached to the keyboard by a comb of contacts
that are reflow soldered to the hybrid and keyboard (Fig. 1).
The keyboard is heat-staked to the top case as in the HP-21 and
uses metal discs for key contact and tactile feedback as in the
HP-19C. Removable overlays and transfer labels keep track of rede
fined the Using a momentary-contact ON/OFF circuit eliminates the
need for slide switches and the special plating they require.
The logic board, Fig. 2, makes contact to the keyboard through
another elastomeric connector, again because of space restrictions.
Contact pressure is maintained by two nuts driven over the top-case
screw the A spacer, sonic welded to the bosses, establishes the
logic board height and prevents overdriving of the nuts from affecting
key feel. The piezoelectric beeper is mounted to the logic board to
facilitate assembly and repair. Foam tape presses the beeper against
the bottom case, which acts as a sounding board.
The bottom case contains the I/O ports and the one-piece battery
case/door. The battery springs are used as jumpers, to apply contact

force, and to hold the case in place, as in the HP-21 . There are two
small cantilever springs to hold the cells in place while outside the
calculator. The battery and I/O contacts are on a flexible printed
circuit that is wrapped around and heat-staked to a plastic contact
frame. The batteries make contact at the ends of four small ribs. The
I/O contacts are made on the tops and bottoms of four larger ribs, like
edge connectors on a hard printed circuit board. A piece of
polyurethane foam held in the top of the contact frame presses the
flexible circuit against the keyboard to make contact there. Four
screws attach the bottom case to the top case, trapping the contact
frame and the center case, a cosmetic piece, between them.

Fig. 2. HP-4 1C logic board.
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Fig. 1. HP-41C display assembly.
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tain off threshold. The drive waveforms use a four-level
scheme that provides optimum on and off rms voltage dif
ferences of 2.1V and 1.1V, respectively. Fig. 5 shows the
drive waveforms required to produce letters H and P. The
rms values are computed by averaging the squares of the
row-column differences over the six time periods shown. In
letter P, for example, segment 14 sees an rms voltage differ
ence between row 1 and column 4 of:

.2-1. D2]} ! = 1.1V
Thus segment 14 is off.
There are two identical display driver circuits, each driv
ing six characters of the display. The two chips act as
stand-alone peripherals to the system, with all controls,
First digit is row number.
Second digit is column number.

registers, ROM, buffers and drivers built in. The two cir
cuits are connected in a chain, with information passed
back and forth between them. To the system they look like a
single 12-digit driver. The chips may be cascaded beyond
two to handle systems with larger displays.
Information for each character is stored as a 9-bit string.
Seven bits are used for the character's ASCII equivalent â€”
only 80 characters are decoded and displayed â€” and two
bits are for the punctuation field. There is a separate bit per
digit for the annunciators. The data from the CPU can be
sent in 9-bit, 8-bit, or 4-bit (for numerics) fields in singlecharacter or multicharacter form, from left or right side. The
display can also be shifted left or right one digit at a time.
All the column data is updated each time new information
is sent and the decoded outputs are buffered in a three-bit
shift register for each column. This is necessary because the
columns are scanned at a slow rate; it also allows the dis
play to be system-independent during STANDBY mode.
Power Supply Circuit
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The HP-41C is powered by four N-size alkaline batteries
with supply voltages ranging between 6V and 4V. Although
CMOS can operate down to the 4V level, the speed would be
greatly reduced. To optimize performance and provide LCD
drive voltages and several other analog functions, a custom
bipolar circuit was designed to perform the power supply
functions.
The design goals for the bipolar circuit were to provide
extremely low power and highly efficient operation. This
circuit follows the three modes of calculator operation. In
SLEEP mode, the CPU disables an input control pin, which
shuts off all bias current to the internal circuits. In this
mode, the chip draws less than 1 /j,A of current. In
STANDBY, the chip is active, providing the 6V and LCD
voltages, but at very minimal current. In RUN mode, the
supply delivers as much power as needed by the system and
its plug-ins up to 20 mA.
There are two internal references inside the power supply
circuit, one for the 6V and one for the LCD voltages. The 6V
supply is constant for a wide range of battery voltages and
the full range of loading conditions. Outputs of 3.3V, 2.2V,
and 1.1V are generated and held to very tight tolerances to
provide good contrast and viewing angle for the display.
These voltages also have a negative temperature coefficient
of -20 mV/degree C to compensate for the LCD threshold
change with temperature. There is a low-battery detection
circuit that signals the CPU to activate the BAT annunciator
when the battery is weak. The bipolar chip also generates a
handshake signal that indicates to the CPU that the system
voltage is adequate to start the rest of the circuits.
ROM

C4

C5

Fig. 5. Display drive waveforms to produce letters H and P.
Voltages VI, V2, V3are 1 .1V,2.2V,and3.3V. An LCDsegment
is on if the rms difference between the row and column volt
ages applied to it is 2.1 V. The segment is off if this rms differ
ence is 1.1V.

The HP-41C contains 12K words of system ROM (read
only memory), partitioned into three ROM chips with 4K
words of 10 bits in length. That is 16 times more ROM than
the HP-35 and more than twice that of the HP-67.
There are 16 bits of address field. The four upper bits are
used as a chip-enable code to select one of 16 ROM circuits.
The system ROM chips occupy the lower three addresses
with peripherals filling in above them. The eight upper
'American Standard Code for Information Interchange
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ROM locations are reserved for the plug-in application
modules. With the two port address lines controlling bit 13
and bit 14 of the ROM address, the system can accommo
date four plug-in application ROM modules at the same
time, each containing one or two ROM circuits. An applica
tion ROM takes on the physical address of the port it is
plugged into, but this is invisible to the user: the ROM
operates in the same way in all four ports. Since different
application ROMs ran HSR the same physical address at
different times, the number of possible application ROMs
is not limited by the hardware.

CATALOG 1 displays alpha labels in order from the top of
program memory to the bottom, that is. oldest first, the
reverse of the search order. CATALOG 1 also displays END
Statements in program memory, so that the user can tell
which labels are in the same program. When CATALOG 1

Operating System and Firmware

The basic functions of the mainframe microcode may be
seen in the flowchart in Fig. 6. The processor goes into its
STANDBY stage between keystrokes to conserve power.
Pushing a key causes the microprocessor to wake up and
begin executing instructions. Some simple tests are run to
ensure that the contents of RAM have not been lost, and
then the keyboard is interrogated to see which key was
pushed. It is possible for a peripheral to wake up the proces
sor without a key being pushed. In this event the operating
system jumps to a standard entry point in each plug-in ROM
to give the ROM associated with the peripheral a chance to
service the peripheral. There are seven standard entry
points in each plug-in ROM to facilitate polling the plug-ins
under various conditions.
In contrast to earlier HP handheld calculators, the map
ping of a key onto the corresponding function can be an
elaborate process in the HP-41C. When the calculator is in
USER mode, a bit map of all the key locations is examined to
see if the user has explicitly redefined the key. If not, a test is
made to determine if the key is one of the auto-assignable
keys. If the key is auto-assignable, a local label search must
be conducted in the current user program to see if the
corresponding label exists. Only after these possibilities
have been checked does the operating system map the key
onto its default function.
The HP-41C allows the user to access a function that is not
assigned to any key by spelling out its name. The named
function may be a mainframe function, a function in a
plug-in application ROM or peripheral, or an alpha label in
user program memory. The firmware searches through user
program memory, all plug-ins, and the mainframe, in that
order. There are no mechanisms to prevent a user from
spelling a label the same way as a ROM function name, but
the order of the search guarantees that the user's function
will be found instead of the ROM function. Within user
program memory, the search is conducted backwards, start
ing with the last label in program memory and working
toward the beginning of program memory. This tends to
result in the most recently entered label being found when
there are duplicate labels in memory.
The CATALOG function was included to remind the user
of all the functions available at any time. The order of the
catalogs reflects the alpha name search order: CATALOG 1
displays alpha labels in program memory, CATALOG 2 dis
plays plug-in functions, and CATALOG 3 shows the com
plete list of mainframe functions. Tables of pointers in the
mainframe and at the beginning of each plug-in ROM de
termine the order of the entries in CATALOGS 2 and 3.

Fig. 6. Basic HP-41C microcode operation for single-key
stroke functions. The calculator goes into a STANDBY state be
tween keystrokes to conserve power.
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executes, the user program counter is moved to each label or
END as it is displayed; this allows access to programs that
contain no alpha labels.
Alpha labels and ENDs are linked together in a chain.
Each label or END contains a pointer to the label or END
preceding it in program memory . This chain is traversed in
its natural order when a search for an alpha label is con
ducted. When CATALOG 1 is executed, the firmware runs up
the label chain to its end, counting the number of links. The
final entry in the chain, which is at the top of program
memory, is displayed first. For successive entries in the
catalog, the counter is decremented and the chain is
traversed again up to the link corresponding to the counter.
User Program Memory Maintenance

Operations on user program memory were particularly
challenging to implement on the HP-41C. The processor
speed, although fast in comparison to previous HP batteryoperated calculator processors, is still very slow in ab
solute terms. The speed problem was compounded by
potential memory configurations up to 10 times larger for
user programs than on the HP-67. This combination of
factors rendered the traditional methods of editing user
program memory and searching for labels in user program
memory prohibitively slow.
On the HP-67 or HP-97, when a step is inserted into the
user's program, the remaining steps are moved down one
byte at a time. On deletion of a step, remaining steps are
moved up to fill the gap. Memory maintenance on the
HP-41C, however, is closer to disc file maintenance than to
the method used in the HP-67. When a step is deleted from
an HP-41C user program, a null code is inserted in its place
and no steps are moved. When a step is inserted, an exami
nation is first made to determine whether there are nulls at
the desired location that can be overwritten. If not, then
seven bytes are made available by moving the remaining
program steps down by one full register. The register move
operation is intrinsically faster than the byte-by-byte move
made on the HP-67. If several steps are to be inserted at the
same place, register moves will generally only be necessary
on the the insertion. Succeeding steps are inserted into the
extra space created by the first insertion. An occasional
PACK operation is necessary to reclaim randomly distri
buted nulls. When the HP-41C runs out of room, it PACKS
automatically. The user can also invoke the PACK function
explicitly.
Local versus Global Labels

In the HP-67, each time a user label is referenced by a GTO
or GSB instruction, a linear search is made through the
entire user program memory to find the label. The time
spent searching for labels often represents a significant
fraction of the execution time for HP-67 programs. On the
HP-41C, several techniques have been used to minimize
label search time. The HP-41C has two classes of labels:
global alpha labels and local numeric labels. The END func
tion on the HP-41C is used to divide user program memory
into independent program spaces. When a reference is
made to a local label, the search for the label is conducted
only in the current program space, thereby shortening the
search time. Once the target label is found, its location is

stored with the GTO that referenced it; in other words, the
GTO is "compiled." The search is eliminated altogether on
subsequent executions of the GTO function if the program
has not been edited in the meantime. Global alpha labels are
used for references across program space boundaries. The
alpha label chain described above serves to speed up the
search for global alpha labels.
The concepts of global versus local labels and separate
program spaces, although not new to computer pro
grammers, are important advances for a programmable cal
culator. A user can always write a new program without
worrying about what numeric labels have been used in
programs already in the machine, simply by creating a new
program space. Users can similarly exchange and use each
others' subroutines without regard for conflicting numeric
labels. Moreover, the global alpha labels used to name pro
grams can be up to seven characters in length, long enough
to be meaningful and memorable.
Support of Plug-ins

A number of techniques were used in the HP-41C
firmware to allow for plug-in application ROMs and
peripherals. First, all functions in plug-ins are accessed by a
logical ROM ID and function number, rather than by a
physical address. This allows plug-ins to work without
regard to which of the four ports they are plugged into.
When such a function is executed, the firmware searches
through all of the ports until it finds the ROM bearing the
ROM ID of the function. Second, provisions have been
made to allow plug-ins to seize control of the CPU at certain
times, such as just before the CPU goes into STANDBY mode.
The firmware polls all of the plug-ins whenever any one of
seven events happens. Third, some subroutines are in
cluded in the mainframe specifically to permit the use of
address-independent microcode in the plug-ins, which
may take on the physical address of whichever port they are
plugged into. Fourth, a number of subroutine calls to the
printer ROM (which has a fixed, rather than portdependent, physical address) are embedded in the main
frame firmware to permit the intimate interaction between
printer and keyboard that was pioneered by the HP-97. In
this case the firmware takes advantage of a feature of the
CPU that causes an immediate return to be executed
whenever a subroutine jump is made to a nonexistent ROM.
This same feature is also used for the diagnostic ROM.
Whenever the CPU first turns on, the firmware executes a
subroutine call to a fixed-address diagnostic ROM. If the
diagnostic ROM has been plugged into one of the HP-4lC's
ports, it takes over; otherwise, control is returned to the
mainframe microcode. (The diagnostic ROM is a tool de
veloped to help HP service technicians troubleshoot a
malfunctioning HP-41C. This ROM is not available
to customers.)
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SPECIFICATIONS
HP-41C Calculator

Functions
ALPHA STRING CONTROL: Keyboard alpha mode selection; alpha mode off; alpha
mode view: register: recall: alpha shift left: alpha store: alpha view: append; dear alpha register:
compare strings: execute.
AUDIBLE BEEPER CONTROL: Beeper; tone of beeper.
CONDITIONAL: X=Y?. X = 0?, X>Y?, X>0?, X<Y?, X<0?, XsY?. XsO?, X*Y?. X=0?.
CONVERSIONS: Decimal to octal: degrees to radians: hours (decimal) to hours, minutes,
seconds; hours, minutes, seconds to hours (decimal); octal to decimal; polar to rec
tangular: rectangular to polar.
DISPLAY: Append display; clear display: engineering notation: fixed point: scientific
notation.
EDITING: Back step; ctear program: correction key: delete program memory lines; go to
line number: go to program name; single step.
FLAGS: test; program flag; "flag clear' test; 'flag clear test and clear; "flag set" test;
â€¢flag set" test and clear; set program flag.
MATHEMATICS: Addition, antilogarithms (common and natural); division; exponential
(yx); logarithms (common and natural); multiplication; percent; percent of change; pi:
reciprocal; square; square root; subtraction.
MISCELLANEOUS: Advance paper; power off; keyboard power on/off; power on (con
tinuous); shift.
NUMBER portion Absolute value; change sign; enter exponent; fractional portion
of number; integer portion of number; modulo function (remainder); round; sign of x.
PROGRAMMING: Decrement and skip if equal; end of program; execute subroutine; go
to; go to end of program; increment and skip if greater; label program; pack program
memory; pause; program mode selection; prompt; return; run/stop; stop.
STACK CONTROL: Clear stack; clear X-register; enter; exchange X and any register;
exchange X- and Y-register; roll down; roll up; recall into stack; store into stack.
STATISTICS: Accumulation correction; accumulation; clear statistics registers; factorial;
mean; standard deviation; statistical register block specification.
STORAGE: con all storage registers; LAST-X register recall; recall; size of register con
figuration store; storage register addition, division, multiplication and subtraction; view
register contents.
TRIGONOMETRY: Arc cosine; arc sine; arc tangent; cosine; degrees mode; grads mode;
hours, tangent. seconds addition and subtraction; radians mode; sine; tangent.
USER DEFINED: Assign; catalog list; copy; user mode selection.
PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
LENGTH: 14.4 cm.
HEIGHT: 3.3 cm.
WIDTH: 7.9 cm.
WEIGHT: 210 g.
OPERATING TIME: 9to 12 months (battery life dependent upon use; less with plug-ins).
OPERATING TEMP: 0= to 45'C.
OPTIONAL PERIPHERALS AND MODULES: Memory Module with instruction card. Card
Reader rechargeable owner's manual. Printer, complete with two rolls of paper, rechargeable bat
teries, 1980). and owner's manual. Wand, with owner's manual (available early 1980).
APPLICATION PACS
Real Estate
Mathematics
Games
Statistics
Aviation
Financial Decisions
Thermal and Transport Science
Surveying
Home Management
Securities
Navigation
Stress Analysis
Structural Analysis
Circuit Analysis
Clinical Lab and Nuclear Medicine
Machine Design
SOLUTION BOOKS
Optometry II (Contact Lens)
Test Statistics
Fluid Dynamics and Hydraulics
High-Level Math
Solar Engineering
Home Construction Estimating
Antennas
Cardiac/Pulmonary
Control Systems
Lending, Saving and Leasing
Surveying
Electrical Engineering
Physics
Mechanical Engineering
Calendars
Civil Engineering
Real Estate
Business Statistics/Marketing/Sales
Small Business
Chemical Engineering
Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning
Geometry
Chemistry
Games
Optometry (General)
MEMORY AND APPLICATION MODULES:
LENGTH: 3.2 cm
HEIGHT: 1.0cm.
WIDTH: 2.9 cm.
OPERATING TEMP: 0' to 45Â°C.
CARD READER:
LENGTH: 7.29 cm.
HEIGHT: 3.52 cm.
WIDTH: 7.93 cm.
WEIGHT: 92 g.

OPEFtATING TEMP: 10= to 40=C.
OPTIONAL BLANK MAGNETIC CARDS: 40 Card Pac with Holder. 120 Card Pac
with Holders, 1000 Card Pac.
PRINTER:
LENGTH: 13.2 cm.
HEIGHT: 6.2 cm.
WIDTH: 17.8cm
WEIGHT: with paper and battery, 770 g.
OPERATING TEMP: 0: to 45CC.
RECHARGER POWER REQUIREMENTS: 7W.
CHARGING TEMP: -15= to 40=C.
CHARGING TIME: on-17 hr; off-6 hr.
OPERATING TIME: 3-6 hr.
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR PRINTER: Thermal Paper, Security Cable, Recharger,
Battery Pack, Reserve Power Pack.
PRINTING SPEED:
6-CHARACTER LINES: 120 lines/minute.
20-CHARACTER LINES: 100 lines/minute.
MAXIMUM 24-CHARACTER LINES: 70 lines/minute.
WAND:
LENGTH: 13 cm.
HEIGHT: 1.8cm.
WIDTH: 2.3 cm at widest.
WEIGHT: 55 g.
OPERATING TEMP: 0= to 45=C,
PRICES Printer, U.S.A.: HP-41 C Calculator, $295. 82104A Card Reader, $195. 82143A Printer,
$350. 82106A Memory Modules, $45 each. 00041-15001 Standard Application
Module, $30.
MANUFACTURING DIVISION: CORVALLIS DIVISION
1000 N.E. Circle Boulevard
Corvallis, Oregon 97330 U.S.A.
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Bernard E. Musch
Bernie Musch's HP career parallels the
history of HP personal calculators. He
joined the company in 1970 and helped
design the HP-35, the first HP handheld
calculator. He contributed to the HP-55
and HP-65, served as project manager
for the HP-91 , and since 1 976 has been
section manager for various handheld
calculators including the HP-41C. He's
authored several papers, most recently
on the calculator business, and gener
ated several patents in the areas of
mechanical design and calculators. He
received his BSME degree from Lehigh
University in 1964 and his MSME and
PhD degrees from Stanford University in 1966 and 1970. Born in
Baltimore, Maryland, Bernie is married, has two sons, and lives in
Corvallis, Oregon. He's interested in music and sports, is active in the
American Youth Soccer Association, and serves as scoutmaster of
the local Boy Scout troop.
John J. Wong
Mainland China is the birthplace of
John Wong, who came to California in
1963 and to Hewlett-Packard ten years
later, following his graduation from the
University of California at Berkeley with
a BS degree in electrical engineering.
John developed several integrated cir
cuits fortheHP-25,HP-25C, and HP-27
Calculators before becoming project
leader for the HP-41C. He later took
over responsibility for all of the HP-41 C
electronics as project manager. John,
who lives with his wife and two children
in Corvallis, Oregon, spends his spare
time doing electronics projects at home
and exploring his interest in photography and hi-fi stereo.

was the guiding spirit of the HP-41C firmware. Other mem
bers of the firmware team were Steve Chou, Gaye Daniels,
Ray Davis, Greg Filz, Bob Worsley, and Dennis York. The

David R. Conklin
Dave Conklin started his career with HP
in 1975, then resigned to move to Cor
vallis, Oregon, only to join HP again
when the calculator division moved to
that city. While with HP's Santa Clara
Division, he was a quality assurance
systems engineer and a programmer
on the 5420A Digital Signal Analyzer. At
the Corvallis Division, he first worked
with the firmware team for the HP-41 C,
then became project manager for the
41 C follow-ons in 1979. Dave's BA de
gree in mathematics is from the Univer
sity of California at Berkeley ( 1 967), and
his MS degree in computer science was
completed in 1975 at the University of Santa Clara. Dave has also
worked in programming and systems analysis for nuclear power
plants and computer-controlled sawmill systems. A member of ACM
and IEEE, Dave is married and lives in Corvallis. Raising mules and
applying programmable calculators to problems in pharmacokinetics are among his leisure time activities.

math algorithms were adapted for the HP-41C by Dennis
Harms and Tony Ridolfo. Ed Liljenwall was the industrial
designer. Roger Quick managed the project singlehandedly in its early stages. Special thanks must go to Max
Schuller, whose experienced hand stabilized our course
during the final push into production. Bernard Tsai was
and is our production engineer. Ray Tanner wrote the
HP-41C manual. In addition, there were many individuals
outside the product development team without whose able
assistance we could not have succeeded.
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Card Reader Offers Compatibility and
Expanded Capability
by David J. Lowe and Patrick V. Boyd
MODEL 82104A CARD READER, an accessory to the
HP-41C Calculator, is an adaptation of the card
reader design used in the HP-65, 67, and 97.1'2 This
design has proved effective and provides compatibility

between the HP-41C and the HP-67/97. Thus the large soft
ware library of HP-67/97 programs is a great asset for the
HP-41C.
A basic consideration in the 82104A design was that the
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